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Introduction

The parish of Birse in Aberdeenshire lies to the south of the River Dee. Through part
of  the  parish  flows  the  River  Feugh  which,  with  its tributary  the  River  Aven,
eventually flows into the River Dee. The parish is criss-crossed by numerous small
burns. Access across the River Feugh and the smaller burns is by ford or bridge with
only a small  number of  the bridges being constructed of stone with one or more
arches.

Some  of  the  stone  bridges  in  the  parish  have  been  officially  listed  as  being  of
historical interest. It was decided to conduct a survey to examine the listed bridges
and also to ascertain the number and nature of any others in Birse which are stone-
arched.

Additional research was conducted in an attempt to find other relevant information
and, in particular, to find out when stone-arched bridges began to be constructed in
Birse parish.

One factor which has emerged is the extent to which fords have been replaced by
bridges and also how the materials & construction of bridges have changed over time.
The ability of man to create an improved method of crossing has, at certain points in
history,  been thwarted by severe flooding, such as occurred in 1799 and 1839, the
strength of which carried away part or whole bridges even those built of stone.

Centre Span – Potarch Bridge



AUCHABRACK.
Map Ref: NO5416590680
Location: On access track running south from Forest of Birse public road to Burnfoot
and the lands of Auchabrack where the track crosses the upper River Feugh.





Construction: Single arch. Grey granite rubble with lime pointing. Some repairs have
been done to the pointing using a concrete mix.
This bridge which is asymmetric, measures 6metres 80 in length and 2 metres 80 in
width at its central point.  On the south-west parapet, a metal post has been inserted
with a piece of metal chain attached. 
Notes:
There is clogging of the drainage ditch on the side of the access track due to silting
and vegetation. This may result  in damage to the fabric of the bridge from water
flowing down the track.

History:
No formal record of the construction of the bridge has yet been found. Robert Dinnie
(“Account of Parish of Birse”. 1865. p 54) makes mention of the Auchabrack bridge
having been built by Archibald Farquharson of Finzean who succeeded to the Finzean
estate in 1796 and died in 1841. Auchabrack formerly formed part of the lands of
Finzean but is now owned by Ballogie Estate.

Hollyburn 
Listed Monument Category; (named Hollowburn in listings)                     C(S)
Map Reference: NO5904930

Located within the policies of Finzean Estate where it carries one of the private estate
roads over the Holly Burn.
Construction 
Pink granite rubble
Single tunnel-shaped rounded narrow arch measuring only 1.9m wide at base. 
Width of bridge at central point is 6 metres 30.
Notes:
The south end of the bridge on the west side does not line up “comfortably” with the
stonewall beyond it.
There are some major problems affecting the pointing. A stone has fallen out on the
east side and pointing and some of the parapet have fallen away on the west side.

History:
No record of its construction yet found. Officially listed as having been built in the
mid-19th century.



Bridge over Hollyburn



Hollyburn Bridge

YTHANSIDE
Map reference: NO5681094365
Located on the public road to Glencat where the road crosses the Burn of Cattie.
Constructed in rubble granite, the bridge span is 4 metres 80 and 4.1 metres wide at its
central point. The span is 1 metre 35 deep and 1 metre above the water.
There is a keystone in the centre of the arch and a curious stone corner bracing to the
side of the arch.



Bridge at Ythanside.

Milton
Listed Monument category:                        C(S)
Map reference: NO5706 9812
Located within the policies of Ballogie House & Estate. The bridge crosses the Burn
of Cattie at Milton formerly known as Mill of Midstrath.

Construction 
Pink granite rubble with lime pointing it has splayed wing walls with shaped coping
on parapet. It was noted that similar coping exists in buildings at Arntillie. In addition
to a single span of 4metres 30, there is a flood arch on the Mill side of the bridge with
a span of 1 metre 80. This humped bridge is 2metres wide at the central point and 1
metre deep. The centre span is 1.9 metres above the water.
Some repair to the pointing has been done using a cement mix.
There are two large elm trees beside the bridge and a tall straight alder.

History:
Dated by Historic Scotland as having been built in the 18th century it is shown on an
1869 map of the area.
Robert Dinnie (“Account of the Parish of Birse” 1865 pp86/87) stated that it was the
first stone bridge in the parish built in 1730 by William Robbie of Arntillie. He also
wrote that a carved stone from the bridge was carried away by the flood of 1799 and
bore the inscription “William Robbie  in Arntillie sometime residenter in Barbadoes
hath of his generosity built this bridge in the year 1730”.



It should be noted that, in the mid-1720s, Rev Gilbert Ramsay, a native of Birse and
also sometime resident in Barbados provided funds for a five-arch stone bridge to be
built across the River Feugh at Whitestones in the parish. The building of this may or
may  not  have  pre-dated  the  Milton  Bridge.  The  bridge  at  Whitestones  was
subsequently washed away in the flood of 1799. The “Second Statistical Account of
Birse Parish” contains reference to later bridge having been built  over  the River
Feugh at that point in 1835.

Bridge at Milton showing additional flood arch.



Bridge at Milton

Newmill (not stone-arched)
Map reference: NO5423596160
Located on the public road from Balfour to Birsemore where the road crosses the
Burn of Birse.

Construction
This granite rubble bridge appears to have been reconstructed but is not stone-arched.
It  has been included in this report  because of its  curious additions.  Cast-concrete
sections on the underside of the bridge are supported centrally on the south side by the
interesting re-use of a shaped piece of masonry bearing a vertical inscription “A97.
CASTLE NEWE” and, on the north side, by several  blocks of granite.  Under the
roadway are granite lintels.

History:
Nothing is known about the date of any original bridge. Local information indicates
that the bridge was widened and strengthened around 1964 to accommodate the wider
and heavier farm machinery being used on adjacent farms. 
Castle Newe formerly stood many miles away in upper Strathdon. It was demolished
in  1927  after  which  its  facings  of  Kildrummy  Freestone  were  utilised  by  the
University of Aberdeen for inclusion in the construction of Elphinstone Hall. It would
appear that the carved central support of the Newmill bridge was originally a roadside
marker stone, probably situated close to the junction of the A97 and the B973, and
was re-used in its present position at some time after 1927.



Newmill Bridge 



  “A97 Castle Newe”  re-used stone



Birse
Listed Monument category:                   C(S)
Map reference: NO55609718
Located close to Birse Parish Church at the point where the public road crosses the
Birse Burn. 

Construction
Built in rubble granite it consists of a single-span of 5.6m, 1.80m above the water
level.

History
The present bridge was built in 1801 by Alexander Sherriffs of Tullich to replace a
wooden bridge, known as the Stock Bridge, which was swept away in the flood of 31st

August 1799. The old timbers were recovered and were taken to provide a bridge over
the Burn of Cattie below Marywell. At the same time as the stone-bridge was built,
Sherriffs was asked to construct a short stretch of road to Birse Kirk. The total cost of
the work was £67.

Birse Bridge over Burn of Birse



Birse Bridge

Birse
Map reference: NO56109745
Located  downstream  from  Birse  Kirk  there  is  further stone-arched  bridge  which
carries the B976 across the Burn of Birse at Haugh. 

Construction
To the south, the bridge is arched & constructed in dressed stone but only the eastern-
most half survives.  To the west, the curve of the archway ends abruptly where it
meets a perpendicular bracing wall built of much larger dressed stones. On the north
side, the roadway is supported under the parapet by concrete beams, similar to those
found in the Newmills Bridge,  on top of an iron girder.  It  would appear that the
original bridge has required to be partially re-built at some later date and that the
carriageway  has  been  widened  necessitating  strengthening  &  re-alignment  of  the
north side of the bridge.

History
Now known as the South Deeside Road, this is one of the main routes through the
parish. In his research paper on  “Traditional Routes through the Parish of Birse”,
Robin  Callander  writes  “The  original  route  south  went  through  Birsemore  and
Deerhillock to Birse Kirk, then  through Oldyleiper and Kinminity and over the hill to
Achnafoy.” “This route can still be traced in a number of places, as well as links such
as the track and ford to join it from Haugh farm.  It is not clear when this old route
was replaced by the current line of the B976, but it appears to have occurred in a
number of stages by the mid 19th century.”



Haugh Bridge over Burn of Birse - from south



Haugh Bridge from north

Alt Dinnie
Map reference: NO52209765
The most westerly of the stone-arched bridges in the parish  this single span bridge
takes the B976 across the Alt Dinnie Burn just west of the Aboyne Bridge over the
River Dee. 

Construction
This low bridge of granite rubble construction has a very shallow arch. Because of the
overgrown  location  and  the  volume  of  traffic  using  the  B976,  a  good  quality
photograph could not be obtained.

Burn of Cattie
Listed Monument category:                       C(S)
Map reference: NO609614           
A single-span bridge over the Burn of Cattie.

Construction
The bridge is constructed of dressed granite with a dressed flat stone coping. It  is
6.2m in length and 4.4m wide. The arch is 2.5m high above water level.  The ends of
the parapet on both sides are winged.



History:
This listed bridge is said to have been built in the 19th century and appears on an 1869
map. Early maps show a ford at approximately this location. Situated on what is now
known as the Shooting Greens road it  is believed that the bridge was constructed
during improvements in the early 1800s to the former “Great  North/South Road.”
From very early times, this was the main route from the south over  the Cairn a’
Mount via Feughside and Potarch to Kincardine O’ Neil and northwards to Alford and
Huntly. This route was also an important drove road with drovers, from Deeside and
the Highlands heading for  Falkirk  Tryst  and other  southern markets,  resting their
cattle at Potarch and on the nearby Slewdrum Commonty. 

Burn of Cattie Bridge

Potarch
Listed Monument category:    A
Map reference: NO60769731
This is the largest stone-arched bridge in the parish. 

Construction
This three-span tooled coursed granite bridge, with large braced piers, crosses 61.5m
of waterway. The largest span is 21.5m and each of the two other arches is 20m.  The
road which it carries across the river is only just sufficiently wide for small vehicles to
pass  at  mid-bridge  and  there  are  small  recesses  built  into  the  parapet  to  allow
pedestrians to stand clear of passing traffic.



History.
Fund raising for a bridge at Potarch, to replace the ford which could only be used in
low-water conditions and a ferry which crossed the river at  nearby Inchbare,  was
begun as early as 1698. A strong movement for a bridge to be built was raised again
by local landowners in 1796. As a result of survey work done in Scotland for the
Treasury by Thomas Telford  at  the beginning of  the nineteenth  century,  a major
programme of works was begun to construct about 1000 miles of new roads and many
bridges.  Local  landowners  petitioned  the  Commissioners  on  Highland  Roads  &
Bridges and, in August 1819, Thomas Telford was asked to prepare a design and plan
for a granite bridge at the Potarch site.
Potarch Bridge was started in November1811 with work scheduled to be completed
by October1813. The contractor was William Minto of Alford. The bridge would have
been completed in 1812 but for the severe damage to the half-built bridge caused by
floating timber being swept against it during a sudden flood. Floating of timber down
the River Dee had been common practice until that time. Unfortunately for William
Minto, his contract price of £3,500 had not provided for any such incidents and he had
to raise a legal action against the timber owners. The Potarch Bridge was eventually
completed in June 1814. In spite of the high quality of workmanship, repairs to the
foundations of the piers had to be done in 1829 after the great flood of that year.

The three-arched “Telford” bridge at Potarch



The centre pier of Potarch Bridge 

This research will be on-going to ascertain if there are any other stone-arched bridges
in the parish which may not have been noted. Other historical information requires to
be located as to the date of construction of some of the bridges contained in this
report.
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